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**Electronic Aeronautical Information Publisher**
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**INNOVATIVE eAIP PRODUCTION AND PUBLICATION SYSTEM**
- Unequaled operational functions: collaborative edition, automatic document merging, complete workflow dedicated to publication
- ADQ compliant
- Innovative centralized and secured architecture based on market leader CMS (Content Management System)
- Fully integrated in AIXM5.1.1 with Thales TopSky - AIXM
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**SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE**
- Standard web interface based on HTTPS protocol
- Centralized and secured architecture: storage of draft and final documents in a relational database on the eAIP server
- Smart design allowing Automation, Customization & Several products management
- Direct access to the AIXM5.1.1 database
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**STANDARDS COMPLIANCE**
- EUROCONTROL eAIP specifications
- Multi language
- Grouping of countries (ASECNA, COCESNA)
- Online publication through TopSky
- Management of AIP, Amendments, Supplements, Circulars and others AIM products
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**VALUE-ADDED SERVICES**
- AIP document migration and support to migration
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**CHARACTERISTICS**

**KEY FEATURES**
- Collaborative edition and conflict detection
- ADQ compliant
- Integrated in AIXM5.1.1
- Automatic generation of AIP tables from the contents of the AIXM database
- Preview function showing in real-time modifications performed in XML documents and/or in AIXM database, in HTML and PDF output format
- Complete workflow dedicated to publication
- Automatic document merging
- Powerful search engine based on metadata and contents
- Authoring mode allowing XML documents edition in a “MS - Word” like environment
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**EUROCONTROL ESARR requirements**
- ICAO Annex 15 SARPS, PANS-AIM (Doc 10066)
- EUROCONTROL electronic AIP, AIXM
- World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), XML, (X)HTML, XSLT, XSLFO, CSS
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